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UNIVERSITY OF CEYLON REVIEW

The University of Ceylon was established on the r st July, 1942, by the fusion of
the Ceylon Medical College (founded 1870) and the Ceylon University College (founded
1921). It has at present Faculties of Oriental Studies, Arts, Science and Medicine.
Its seat is temporarily in Colombo, but it will be moved to Peraden iya, near Kandy, as
soon as its new buildings are ready for occupation. The University has taken over
from the Government of Ceylon the publication of the Ceylon Journal of Science, waich
will be developed as its chief means of contact with Scientists elsewhere as soon as
paper supplies enable issues to be published more frequently and regularly. The
University of Ceylon Review has been fou.ided in order to make similar contact with
scholars in literary subjects, to provide a medium of publication for the research in
those subjects conducted in the University, and to provide a learned review for Ceylon.
The Review will normally be published twice a year, in April and in November. The

price of a single copy is Rs. 2' 50.
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University of Ceylon Review
April} 1.947.

The Evolution 0/ the New Constitution

THE stages of the evolution of the new Constitution of Ceylon were marked
by six documents:-

(I) The Declaration of His Majesty's Government in May, I943,' which
must be read in the light of the Ministers' interpretation of it.'

(2) The Draft Constitution prepared by the Ministers and published in
September, I944.3 .

(3) 1\1r. D. S. Senanayake's Memorandum to the Secretary of State for
the Colonies in July, I945.4

(4) The Report of the Soulbury Commission published in London in
September, I945.'

(5) The White Paper on Constitutional Reform in Ceylon issued by
His Majesty's Government in October, I945."

(6) The Ceylon (Constitution) Order-in-Council, I946.7

(I) The Declaration of 1943 :

As is customary with such documents, the Declaration of 1943·was issued
without any kind of explanation, written or oral. It was a bare statement
of policy preceded by a preamble reciting the Declaration of I94I and asserting
that it was in the general interest to give greater precision to that Declaration
by removing any doubts. There never were any doubts about the Decla-
ration of I94I ; the Declaration of I943 did not give greater precision to it ;

I. Sessional Paper XVII of 1943, pp. 3-4.
2. Ibid, pp. 4-5.

3· Sessional Paper XIV of 1944.

4. This document has not been published because it contained references to confi-
dential matter. A full account has been published in Ceylon's Path to Freedom.

5. Cmd. 6677·

6. Cmd. 6690.

7· Ceyl011 Government Gazette Extraordinary; No. 9554. J946.
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H. See Jennings, " The Appointment of the Soul bury Commission," U niuersity of
Ceylon Review, Vol. Ill, ","0. '2

civil administration and what seemed to be the implicit under-
taking to accept any Constitution which satisfied the five condi-
tions (2) to (6) and which was accepted by three-quarters of the
State Council. Whatever tortuosities there might have been
in the local application of British colonial policy, this group
thought that His Majesty's Government had carefully weighed
the local situation, had been convinced of the desire and the need
for internal self-government, had realised that the communal
problem could not be solved by negotiation but could be solved
by the Ministers if they were given the opportunity, but distrusted
the inexperience of Ceylon politicians in matters of defence and
external affairs, above all in a troubled post-war world.

(ii) There was a second group, closely allied in general political sympathy,
but affected by the left-wing opinion expressed, for' instance,
in J. A. Hobson's Imperialism and Lenin's perversion of it-:-that
British colonial policy was designed to secure economic "ex-
ploitation." This group studied the conditions suspiciously,
thinking it probable that thcy contained some device by which
Great Britain could accord the facade of political freedom while
maintaining economic control. They found that device in
paragraph (5) and in the provisions relating to trade agreements.
It was possible so to interpret these provisions, they thought, as
to leave economic policy in the hands of the British Government
and thus to render the grant of responsible Government nugatory.

(iii ) The third group was even more suspicious. Great Britain, they
thought, never gave up control voluntarily. The Declaration
was a device to stave off agitation for the duration of the war,
and in the end it would find some excuse-probably the com-
munal problem--to refuse self-government and maintain British
hegemony. The Declaration was a bluff.

[iv ) The fourth group was heterogeneous but generally "left" in
political tendency. They had not the slightest faith in His
Majesty's-Government. Its aim was clearly imperialist exploit-
ation. It had not the slightest intention of granting self-
government. It was, however,. quite willing to ally itself with
the Ceylonese capitalists, whose strength rested on their Imperial
.. masters" and who were prepared to betray their country in
order to share in the exploitation of the masses.

There were certain cross-currents of opinion produced, in the main, by
those who thought of the constitutional problem primarily in communal terms.
At this stage, however, the currents were somewhat erratic i. and it. was only
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and the Ministers accepted the Declaration of 1943 after rejecting the Decla-
ration of 1941 because the later document, at least in their opinion, offered
something quite different from the earlier. After the submission of the
Ministers'. Draft the Secretary of State for the Colonies sought to show that
the Declaration of 1943 pledged His Majesty's Government to nothing that
was not in the Declaration of 1941. This appears to be an argument developed
to mark a change of policy" and it had no influence on the evolution of the new
Constitution save that it gave rise to the dispute which led the Secretary of
State to invite Mr. D. S. Senanayake to London in July 1945· The preamble
was not in any sense an explanation of the Declaration of 1943·

That Declaration was by no means easy to construe. It stated that the
post-war re-examination of the reform of the Constitution would be directed
towards the grant to Ceylon by Order-in-Council of full responsible govern-
ment under the Crown in all matters of internal civil administration.

It went on to deal in paragraphs (2) to (6) with limitations on full self-
government, mainly but not exclusively in the realms of defence and external
policy. It then stated in paragraph (7) that the framing of a Constitution in
accordance with the terms of this Declaration would require such examination
of detail and such precision of definition as could not be brought to bear during
the war. His Majesty's Government would, however, once victory was achieved,
proceed to the examination by a suitable commission or conference of such
detailed proposals as the Ministers might in the meantime haw been able to
formulate by way of a complete constitutional scheme; subject to the clear
understanding that acceptance by His Majesty's Government of any proposals
would depend first, upon His Majesty's Government being satisfied that they
were in full compliance with the preceding portions of this statement and,
secondly, upon their subsequent approval by three quarters of all the members
of the State Council excluding the Officers of State and the Speaker or other
Presiding 'Officer.

In the absence of any kind of explanation, official or demi-official, of this
curious document, the Ministers had to make of it what they could. To one
accustomed to an atmosphere of Jive democratic discussion, the public re-
actions seemed singularly passive. This Declaration was the. most important
political document since 1928, yet very few even among the educated middle-
class formed any kind of opinion about it. Among the very small sections
which studied it, there seemed to be four classes of opinion :-

(i) There was a substantial group which was inclined to emphasise the
promise of full responsible government in all matters of internal

2
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. the Secretary of State expressed his acceptance of the Statement. At first
he read it only" with great interest ;" but after a vigorous protest he could
not find in the Statement anything which must be regarded as essentially
irreconcilable with the conditions contained in the Declaration."when the Ministers' intentions became clear that it was suggested with any

great force that His Majesty's Government had surrendered to the Sinhalese
the means for obtaining Sinhalese domination.

The general inclination of the Ministers seemed to he towards the first
group. Those in the first group could, however, secure the support of the
second group by making very precise their interpretation of the conditions
of the Declaration. Moreover the third group was prepared to render assist-
ance because even if the Declaration was a bluff it would be tactically wise to
call it. Internal self-government, if it could be attained, was better than the
Donoughmore Constitution; and if the bluff was called they would either secure
internal self-government or make it clear that a strong and united agitation
was necessary to force the hands of the "ruling race." The Declaration was
issued on the 26th May 1943. On the j rst May the Board of Ministers
decided to accept the Declaration subject to an interpretation to be read in
the State Council on the Kth June. At its meeting on the 7th June the terms
of the Ministers' statement were agreed upon.

The Statement's aim was to press the Declaration as far as possible in the
direction .of self-government. It ernphasised the undertaking for full res-
ponsible government in matters of internal civil administration. It claimed
that the Declaration went further because it gave the responsible Ministers
powers, though not exclusive powers, over defence and external affairs. In
relation to internal affairs it claimed full control over finance. It read limi-
tations into the Governor's power to reserve Bills and it translated sub-
paragraph 5 (a) of the Declaration relating to Bills of an economic character
into the standard pre-I90o Dominion formula, which appeared in the Instruc-
tions of 1931. Apart from Bills dealing with currency, the only Bills of an
economic character reservable by the Governor would fall within the formula :-

., Any Bill (~rany extraordinary nature and importance whereby Our
Prerogative, or the right and property of Our subjects not residing in the
Island, or the trade and shipping of any part of Our dominions, may be
prejudiced. "

It was also asserted categorically that "every matter which is not defence
or external affairs can only be regarded as a matter of civil administration,
for example the determination of the composition of the population of Ceylon,
protective duties, trade and shipping," though subject, in the case of trade
and shipping, to the power of reservation. .

This was, perhaps, an unexpected response to the Declaration. Since
His Majesty's Government had not told Ceylon what the Declaration meant.
Ceylon told His Majesty's Government what it meant. Moreover, one section
of opinion, the every suspicious section, insisted that no action be taken until

4

(2) The Ministers' Draft :

The Ministers had stated on the 6th July 1943, that they would not
undertake the drafting of a Constitution unless a satisfactory reply was received
to their Statement. Actually, the first rough draft of the Constitution was
already in existence, for it had been completed on the 26th June, though it
was not yet in a fit state to be discussed by the Ministers. The preliminary
discussions continued after the telegram of IIth July from the Secretary of
State, and the draft, further revised, was circulated to the Ministers on the
loth October.

The problem which faced the Ministers was twofold. In their view
His Majesty's Government was concerned only with the matters specified in
the Declaration, and in particular with the relations between Ceylon and Great
Brita.in. The conditions of the Declaration required complicated drafting
because a line had to be drawn around defence and external affairs in order
to prevent the Governor from encroaching on the powers of Parliament.
Nearly a hundred yt:ars ago the Australian colonies tried to define" matters
of Imperial concern," and failed: Ceylon had to renew the attempt. The
Ministers' effort was so far successful as to receive the approval of the Soulburv
Commission, with slight modifications, but the Ministers themselves knew
that they had failed. The system of dyarchy provided by Part IV of the
Ministers' Draft could not work in practice; and the Soulbury Commission,
instead of improving it, made it even less workable. Of course, the Ministers
were not very concerned to make it workable. They made an honest attempt
to carry out the Declaration as interpreted by their Statement of June 1943 ;
but they were more anxious to protect the powers of Parliament than to
give the Governor powers that he could exercise. They gave him the powers
required by the Declaration but denied him power to tax or to give instructions
to public officers. The Soulbury Commission recommended a power to
instruct public officers but not a power to tax. The ultimate allocation of
expenditure on defence was to be settled by negotiation. Meanwhile, of
course, the Governor had no power to spend unless the Imperial Government
provided the funds. Clearly the whole scheme would break down in an
emergency and would not be required when there was no emergency.
Mr. Senanayake was thus presented with an unanswerable case for abolishing
the whole scheme, and the White Paper substituted a. legislative control by

9· Sessional Paper X Vl J of 1943, pp. 50(;.
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The three-quarters rule also helped towards a solution of the problem of
representation, the most difficult of all. It necessarily excluded any type of
communal or " balanced" representation because clearly the requisite majority
could not be obtained. On the other hand, account had to be taken of the
desire of a great many electors to be represented by members of their own
communities. Whether or not they ought to have this desire was beside the
point. Given that desire, the result of plain territorial representation might
be that outside the Northern and Eastern Provinces all the members were
Sinhalese. The proposal, which ultimately secured acceptance, to double the
number of constituencies would help the minorities because they were in
substantial pockets; but on a strict territorial basis they ran the risk of
getting no more than 12 seats in a House of one hundred. It was clear that
some system of weightage had to be adopted. It should, however, be based
on a principle, not on a numerical ratio. Such.a ratio would be purely qypothe-
tical because it would assume (which is not the case) that votes would be cast
not only communally, but also in proportion to the communal analysis of the
population. If the Sinhalese are 66 per cent. of the population, it does not
follow that 66 per cent. of the votes will be cast for Sinhalese candidates, and
if 66 per cent. of the votes are cast for Sinhalese candidates it does not follow
that 66 per cent. of the members will be Sinhalese. If a 60-40 ratio were adopted
and the minorities obtained only 35 seats, they would feel that they had been
betrayed.

The solution was found in precedents in Great Britain and South Africa.
Weightage for sparsity of population would help the minorities because they
were mostly concentrated in the least populated Provinces. It was found
that on the 1931 figures if one seat was given for 75,000 inhabitants and one
for 1,000 square miles of area, the weight age for area would be 25 in a House
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of 95, and that of the 25 no less than 20 would be in the Tamil and Kandyan
Provinces. No attempt was made to assess the communal distribution until
the members of the State Council began discussing ratios, when a rough guess
was made unofficially. The figures produced before the Soulbury Commission'?
were entirely unofficial. They had not been seen, still less approved, by the
Ministers.

In fact, the Ministers did not discuss representation until January 1944.
The representation clauses were in the original draft but were then removed.
Wliile Mr. Bandaranaike's committee of State Councillors was trying to reach
a compromise on representation there were no representation clauses. After
that committee had failed to reach agreement the clauses were restored to the
draft, but they were not discussed, and instead the Ministers invited the
minority members to submit proposals. When nine of these members asked
to see the Ministers' own proposals there were none, for none had been dis-
cussed. Failing a better proposal, therefore, the Ministers considered those
in the draft in January 1944 and accepted them subject to a dissent by
Mr. A. Mahadeva. The paragraph of the Soulbury Report which deals with
the history of the representation clauses" is thus inaccurate. What is correct
is that the Ministers did not submit to public discussion the proposal which
they accepted on the 4th January 1944 and included in the draft which went
to the Governor on the znd February. .

The rest of the Constitution was comparatively easy. The Declaration
of HN3 had required "responsible government." The term is no doubt
ambiguous. In a technical sense it implies a Cabinet system of government;
in a broader sense it is a synonym for self-government. Possibly His Majesty's.
Government meant it .in the latter sense, but the Ministers could not run the
risk of being told that their Constitution did not satisfy the Declaration, and
in any event experience of the Donoughmore Constitution had shown the
attractions of Cabinet Government. The provisions (section 8 of the Ministers'
Draft) limiting the powers of Parliament in religious matters, the discretionary
powers of the Governor, and the independent commissions for appointments,
were all necessary to meet the fears of the minorities; and indeed every possible
constitutional device to satisfy the minorities, short of communal represent-
ation, was inserted.

Order-in-Council, a control which would exist in any case if a power of legis-
lation was reserved by the Crown.

In other respects the Ministers' task was to secure a draft which would
be supported by three-quarters of the State Council. This requirement settled
out of hand one of the most difficult questions, whether there was to be a Second
Chamber. One of the drafts included provision for a Second Chamber on the
South African model, but it was soon seen that neither this draft nor any other
could secure a three-quarters majority. On the other hand, a draft providing
Single Chamber government might equally fail to secure the requisite majority.
Accordingly, a compromise was inserted. The legislature would consist of
one Chamber only in the first instance but that Chamber could, by bare
majority, create a Senate. It was felt that nearly all the members of the

.State Council could support this compromise without doing violence to their
convictions.

(3) The Soulbury Report,'

The Ministers' Draft was not defended before the Commission by anybody
who had taken part in its formulation. Some of the independent witnesses.
were favourable to it, and others merely wanted amendments such as the

IO. Cmd. 6677, p. 73.
II. Ibid, para. 9I, pp. 30-31.
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establishment of a Second Chamber. None of the Ministers gave evidence,
however. There was no "boycott," and most of the Ministers met the
·Commissioners socially. Its members were also shown what they wanted to
see-schools, colonization schemes and industrial experiments especially.
The statement in the Prologue to the Report" that "the Hon. :VIr.D. S.
Senanayake ... had an opportunity of expressing his views to us in a series
·of most valuable private discussions" may easily be misunderstood. There
is a difference between a systematic exposition of a case and a process of
answering any questions that may be put: and the Commission never had
a systematic exposition of the Ministers' Draft, either from Mr. Senanayake
or from anybody else.

Nevertheless, the Commission accepted the main lines of the Ministers'
scheme. They insisted on a Second Chamber; and history may perhaps
question whether this scheme, which was based on the Burma precedent, was
better than the South African scheme originally suggested. In relation to
representation they really did nothing more than suggest, rather casually, the
establishment of multi-member constituencies. What made such con-
stituencies possible, however, was the subsequent decision of the Board of
Ministers, again taken in the interest of minorities, that" plumping," or the
accumulation of votes, might be permitted. Multi-member constituencies
with the existing franchise, as recommended by the Commission, would in fact
have operated against the minorities. The power to vary the factor of
numerical equality was not a change at all, for it was implicit in the Ministers'
Draft; and it is significant that the language of the Order-in-Council reverts
to that of the Ministers,

In relation to defence and external affairs the essential principles of the
Ministers' scheme were accepted; but, as has been mentioned above, the
provisions were made more complicated. Also, a power was to be reserved
to the Crown in Council to legislate on defence and external affairs. In other
respects the only substantial modification of the Ministers' Draft was a con-
siderable enlargement of the powers of the Puhlic Services Commission.

The Soulbury Report, like all such documents, is a somewhat patchy
document. So far as it deals with political and economic issues it is excellent.
The general survey in Chapters l to Vl is very good, though in Chapter V it
does not do justice to the Ministers in relation to the dispute over the appoint-
ment of the Commission. They had an unanswerable case,"> and the Chapter
falls very far short of meeting that case. Opinion may differ on Chapters VII
to XI, which deal with various minority issues,including the Kandyan claim.

Subsequent Chapters lack that quality which the Donoughmore Report also
lacks, what is sometimes described as a .• feel" for political institutions. It
is a peculiar quality, shared by very few, for it consists in a capacity to fashion
institutions adapted to the oddest specimen of the human species, homo

• politicus. Certainly the provisions relating to defence and external affairs
could never have worked in any country, above all in Ceylon. It must be
remembered, however, that the Commissioners like the Ministers were bound
by the terms of the Declaration. The fundamental defect lay in the Declaration
itself. .

(4) Mr. Senanayake's Memorandum:
Mr. Senanayake's visit to London in July 1945 arose out of the dispute

over the terms of reference of the Soulbury Commission. Even if the Ministers'
contention" be not accepted, it win be admitted that the dispute was badly
handled by the Colonial Office. However favourahle to the Ministers' scheme
the Soulbury Report might be, a substantial section of Ceylon opinion had been
antagonised; ard if the Soul bury Report differed fundamentally from the
Ministers' scheme, it would almost certainly he rejected in Ceylon. Colonel
Oliver Stanley saw that nothing would be gained by cross-talk through the
Governor, while he might be able to reach agreement by direct negotiation
with the Leader of the State Council. He therefore invited Mr. Senauayake
to London with the intention, apparently, of putting specific proposals before
him which it might be possible for the Ceylon Ministers to accept. The
Ministers very properly gave Mr. Senanayake a free hand while reserving to
themselves the right to accept or reject any proposals which he might receive-
a decision, incidentally, which was immediately misrepresented in the
British press.

Mr. Senanayake's visit coincided with the General Election, and his
negotiations did not begin until Mr. George Hall had become Secretary of State
in the Labour Government. This had the important result that he was asked
to submit proposals instead of receiving them. It is very doubtful, however,
whether the change of Government really affected the situation. While it
is true that a Labour Government was likely to grant self-government more
easily than a Conservative Government, the policy was fundamentally the
same, and a new Government was unlikely to decide out of hand questions

. affecting the defence of the Commonwealth. The view that the situation was
altered by the change of Government derived from the belief, widespread in
Ceylon as elsewhere, that colonial policy depended primarily upon economic
'Considerations. It would be an exaggeration to say that such considerations
were entirely without influence, but essentially the problem of Ceylon was

12. Ibid, p. 4.

13· Jennings, op, cit . J",. Ibid.
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viewed as a problem of defence and external affairs, and on these matters there
was little difference between the parties. The decisions taken by His Majesty's
Government had in fact, the support of His Majesty's Opposition.

Unlike the Ministers and the Soulbury Commission, Mr. Senanayake
was not bound by the terms of the Declaration of 1943. It may not have
been anticipated that he would reopen the whole question of the status of
Ceylon, but he was at liberty to make what proposals he pleased. Even had
he wished to do so, however, he could not have been satisfied with the Ministers'
Draft. Had it been accepted by His Majesty's Government early in 1944
it would certainly have been approved by the necessary majority in the State
Council; but the appointment of the Soulbury Commission had delayed
matters, and what was acceptable in 1944 was no longer acceptable in 1945.
The war in Germany had ended, there was some prospect of an early end of
the war against Japan, and Burma had been promised full self-government.
In Ceylon itself the terms of reference of the Soulbury Commission, which
seemed to be in conflict with the Declaration of 1943, had antagonised a sub-
stantial section of political opinion; and the Sri Lanka Bill, which was the
Ministers' Draft shorn of its restrictive clauses, had been passed by the State
Council. The political opinion which supported Mr. Senanayake expected
something more favourable than the Ministers' Draft.

On the other hand, it was useless to make proposals which would not be
accepted by His Majesty's Government, unless indeed the intention was to
create an impasse in the hope that in the end better terms would be obtained
by non-cooperation. The Ministers' policy throughout had been to get what
they could by peaceful negotiation. In India a different road had been
travelled and in Burma there had been collaboration with the enemy. For
better or for worse Ceylon had chosen the method of collaboration, a method
which, whether or not it be attuned to the popular taste, certainly accorded
with the views of the Ministers themselves.

Mr. Senanayake's task was, therefore, to propose a scheme which was
capable of being accepted but which gave the maximum of autonomyioCeylon.
In this connection, two facts must be borne in mind. The first is that this
is a hard world in which aggressors are not unknown; and the potential
aggressors are not necessarily those who have committed aggression in the past.
Until a truly international government is established, every country will be
compelled to assume the possibility of aggression, even from the most unlikely
quarters. A small country like Ceylon must, therefore, choose a protector,
for it clearly cannot defend itself in days when the Ceylon Light Infantry is
as useful as a toothpick in a coal-mine. It is a country which must be defended
by Great Britain in its own interest: why not let the British defend the Island
in Ceylon's interest also? Great Britain alone of -all the powers has no need

10
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to make Ceylon the victim of aggression. Secondly, Ceylon is a poor country,
dependent in large measure on the British market, and likely to have difficulties
over foreign exchange unless it can have an assured source of income inde-
pendent of the fluctuations in the prices of tea and rubber. A few millions of
Imperial money, spent on naval bases and aerodromes, would give stability
to its exchange position and an assured source of revenue.

To anyone whose thoughts are not bound by Marxist chains, the
foundation of the limitations in the Declaration of 1943 was not anxiety for
"imperialist exploitation" but fear that the Island would cease to be a link in
the chain of Imperial defence. The emphasis was not upon economic relations
but upon defence and political relations. References to currency, banking and
trade relations were incidental, and their force had been weakened by the
acceptance by the Soulbury Commission of the Ministers' interpretation of
the Declaration of 1943. The problem was, therefore, to meet the fears on
defence and foreign affairs while securing the maximum of autonomy. The
nature of the solution had already been indicated in Burma: it was Dominion
status with an agreement about defence, backed by an assertion, which the
Soulbury Commission had made easy of support, that special powers as worked
out by the Ministers' Draft and the Soulbury Report would break down
when they were most needed.

To the impartial observer who knows British opinion better than he
knows that of Ceylon, the chances of success seemed high. Possibly Dominion
status could have been obtained if the scales had been tipped by only a little
It may be-none can either affirm or deny an assertion so subjective in its
implication-that had the communal problem not received such insistence in
London at this stage, the decision would have been different. The case founded
on defence certainly seemed to be convincing. Possibly the real obstacle was
one which had not been foreseen at all, the problem of India. It had not
appeared necessary to meet the argument that Ceylon could not be given
Dominion status before India. On the contrary, it was felt that the unsolved
problem of India gave Ceylon an advantage. While India was following the
path of distrust and non-cooperation, Ceylon had accepted the task of drafting
a Constitution and was now seeking Dominion status by negotiation. This
ignored a factor which ought never to be forgotten, that the Government of
the United Kingdom is extremely sensitive to its own public opinion. What
mattered was not so much the effect of Ceylon's attitude on India as its effect
on British public opinion in relation to India. On that subject there was
a public opinion, an opinion which expected the Labour Government to produce
a solution acceptable to India. There Was no public opinion on the subject of
Ceylon, and it would be astonished to discover that Ceylon had been accorded
Dominion statns while the Indian problem was wallowing in controversy.

II
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Possibly, as always, there was a variety of reasons-the problem of India,
the communal propaganda, the importance of Ceylon in Imperial defence,
the distrust of the European business community, the caution of officials who
never like leaps in the dark, the inexperience of the Labour Ministers, the
attitude of the Colonial Secretary himself, and maybe others. They would
not have been conclusive if the Island hadkept a good public relations

. officer in London since 1931, or at least since 1941. Even Ceylon House, an
obscure shop window in a somewhat unfashionable corner of the West End,
had been closed since 1939, while just opposite Canada and the Union of South
Africa had their palatial buildings. Ceylon had been content to be lumped
with" the colonies," admirably sentimentalised by the public relations depart-
ment of the Colonial Office which could not, however, draw a distinction
between Nigeria and Ceylon. There was in consequence no public opinion
about Ceylon. The members of the Cabinet would have achieved no political
kudos from giving Ceylon Dominion status. They therefore had no reason for
taking a spectacular decision; and what Mr. Senanayake obtained was not
Dominion statns but the White Paper.

(5) The l{'hite Paper'

The White Paper was not a despatch to Ceylon but a Command Paper
presented by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to Parliament. Its main
purpose, therefore, was to inform the Parliament of the United Kingdom of the
policy of His Majesty's Government. Its first nine paragraphs form a summary
statement of the problem; and only the last three paragraphs are of interest
to Ceylon. It may be noted, however, that the earlier paragraphs emphasise,
as all the documents emphasise, the importance of defence, external affairs
and the minority problem. The local political controversies, which ernphasise
economic relations, inevitably produce a misunderstanding of the problem as
Great Britain sees it. The notion that behind all this talk about defence,
external relations and minorities there is a deep-laid plot to maintain
" imperialist exploitation" is, to anyone with any knowledge of the working
,of the British system of Government, mere moonshine.

Mr. Senanayake's claim for Dominion status was not accepted; but
paragraph IO makes clear that, subject to successful working of the new Con-
stitution, it is merely postponed. The argument in paragraph 10 that advance
to Dominion status has been achieved by modification of existing constitutions
.and the establishment of conventions is weak. It does not apply to the
youngest Dominion, Eire; India was not offered Dominion status by evolution;
the promise to Burma was not a promise to encourage evolution. The fact
is that the Cabinet had dee-ded against immediate Dominion status and the
-draftsman was set the task of justifying it. He wished to encourage and yet
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to procrastinate. Given successful working of the new Constitution and a: final'
solution in India, the obstacles to Dominion status should not be serious.

modifications in the Soulbury Scheme were, however,
Important

accepted :-
(a) His Majesty's Government was not prepared to leave the question

of the Second Chamber to the new House of Representatives; but
the senators' period of office was reduced from nine years to six..

(b) Mr. Senanayake's argument that the Governor's reserve powers would
break down as soon as they were sought to be exercised was
accepted, and a reserve power of legtslation by Order-in-Council

was substituted.
(c) Mr. Senanayake's proposal that Ceylon be transferred to the Dominions,

Office was not accepted, and in consequence the Ministers' proposal
to have a Governor-General (which was supported by the Soulbury

Commission) was rejected.
(d) It was agreed 'that the possibility of breakdown in the Constitution

should be covered not by a reserve power vested in the Governor,
as the Soulbury Commission recommended, but by Order-in-Council.

(e) The Soulbnry Commission disapproved of the provisions of the'
Ministers' Draft relating to shipping services. On Mr. Senanayakes-
representation His Majesty's Government went even further than

the Ministers' Draft.
(j) Mr. Senanayake's proposal to reduce to one year the period within

which the right to retire from the public service should be exercised
was not agreed; but the period was reduced from three years to

two years. •
Some of these were very substantial modifications and, combined with

the contingent promise of Dominion status in paragraph 10, they fully justi-
fied Mr. Senanayake's mission. Of especial importance was the complete
abolition of the Governor's Ordinance, which finds a place in the Donoughmore
Constitution, and which the Ministers were compelled to insert in their Draft
by the Declaration of 1943. It is true that comparable powers are vested in
the King-in-Council ; but a power to be exercised by Order-in-Council is very
different from a power to be exercised by Governor's Ordinance. An Order-
in-Council bears the relation to a Governor's Ordinance that a pile driver bears-
to a hammer. In other words, the reserve powers can now be exercised only
when some question of real importance, on which a dispute between Ceylon
and Great Britain would be inevitable, has arisen.

13
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The task of the legal experts was to put into legal form the Soulbury
Report as modified by the White Paper. The final edition of the Ministers'
Draft was the published edition of that Draft as modified by the Soulbury
Report and the White Paper. There is in consequence close correspondence
between the language of the Order-in-Council and that of the final edition of
the Ministers' Draft. The references in the Table of Comparison in the
Appendix are to the published editions of the Draft and not to the final edition,
but they give some indication of the extent to which that Draft contributed
to the Order-in-Council. On the other hand, they also indicate how sub-
stantial was the :edrafting. There was a very sound reason for this. Though
expressed in legal language the Ministers' Draft was a political document. it
was intended in the first place to be the basis on which the Ministers could
argue their case before the" commission or conference" contemplated by the
Declaration of 1943 and in the second place to be a document which the
Ministers could pilot through the State Council. The Order-in-Council, on
the other hand, is a formal legal document which had to undergo no political
scrutiny but which would in due course be put into operation under consistent
legal advice and would, in many of its clauses, come up for judicial inter-
pretation.

So far as mere drafting was concerned, the fundamental change was to
put thetransitional clauses at the end and to alter the method of bringing the
Constitution into operation. This is in accord with the general drafting
tradition and has the advantage that once the Constitution is in full operation
the transitional clauses may be ignored. On the other hand, the advantage
which is usually obtained from this device, that the transitional clauses may
easily be removed, does not apply to a Constitution. On the whole it may be
doubted whether the benefit obtained from complete redrafting was worth
the effort expended.

The main task of the draftsman was to make the language more precise,
and generally he succeeded in doing so. There is some evidence, however,
that he was not very familiar with the legal basis of IWsponsiblegovernment.
The existence of a Parliament consisting of a hereditary King, a Senate whose
members had fixed terms, and a House of Representatives whose membership
might be terminated by dissolution, obviously gave him difficulty. He has,
for instance, tried to make the Senate a permanent body in a Parliament which
is dissolved at least every five years. The simple answer is, of course, that
the House of Lords is not a permanent body though most of its members are
hereditary. Like the rest of a Parliament it disappears when the King dis-
solves Parliament.

In some respects, however, the Order-in-Council contains modifications
of the scheme contemplated by the Ministers' Draft and the Soulbury Report.

.15

(6) The Order-l:n-Council :
One of the elements in the success of the Ministers' efforts was that from

the beginning they were related to formal drafts designed to indicate with
precision what was intended. The Declaration of 1943 did not ask for a draft
Constitution: it asked for" detailed proposals ... in the way of a complete
constitutional scheme." From the beginning, however, the Ministers worked
on a complete draft. They decided that the discussions at the commission
Dr c~nference contemplated by the Declaration of I943 should be held on an
actual text and not on a series of resolutions which might subsequently give
rise to controversy. Also, only by producing an actual draft was it possible
to make certain that every point had been covered. The matters in con-
troversy were few; but the matters which might come in controversy if loose
ends were left were numerous.

This decision proved to be important, for though the Soulbury Com-
mission was not the "commission or conference" contemplated by the
Declaration they based their discussions on the Ministers' Draft, referred to
by them as " Sessional Paper XIV of I944." It was said by the Commission
that" it naturally provided a most valuable basis for discussion and was of
great assistance in focussing attention on the salient fe~ltures of constitutional
reform,"I5 It is indeed clear from the Report that it provided the foundation
for the so-called " Sonlbury scheme." Having listened carefully and courte-
ously to all the evidence, the Commission evidently sat down to consider how
far they agreed with the Ministers' Draft; and, except in relation to the
Second Chamber, they generally found that they agreed with it.

After he went to London, Mr. Senanayake continued the process of
working on drafts. His memorandum to the Secretary of State for the Colonies
was followed within a few days by a draft of the Constitution which he prepared.
I t was, of course, the Ministers' Draft modified to meet the changed situation
and, since it assumed Dominion status, it was in most of its provisions the
same as the Sri Lanka Bill. When the White Paper was issued, this draft
was revised, and on it.•Mr. Senanayake based his speech of November 5, I945,
in which he commended the White Paper. In fact, what he really commended
was not the White Paper but the final edition of the Ministers' Draft. It
was not, however, a formally drafted instrument. It was not intended to be
submitted to the King in Council for formal enactment, because it was re-
cognized that redrafting by legal experts was necessary, as indeed the
memorandum attached to the published edition of the Ministers' Draft made
plain.:" When the State Council had approved the White Paper, therefore,
the final edition was handed over to the legal experts;

I,5' Cmd.6677.P·3I.
16. Sessional Paper XIV of 1944, paragraph 29·
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Preamble
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16
17
18
19
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The more important of these are the following :-

(I) It incorporates paragraph ro of the White Paper in the preamble
and so gives it even greater force and value than it possessed while
it was still a mere statement of policy.

(2) By section 6 the salaries it' the Governor's office and of his personal
staff are determinable by Parliament but charged on the Consoli-
dated Fund.

(3) The .Ministers' definition of "external affairs" was not accepted
by the Soulbury Commission and has been excluded, but a phrase
slightly less vague than" external affairs" hasbeen included.

(4) The provisions of the Parliament Act, I9u, have not been included
bodily in sections 31, 33 and 34, but have been made more precise.
In particular, the definition of " money Bill " in section 3r conforms
more nearly to that in the final edition of the Ministers' Draft
than that in the Parliament Act. The effect is to give the de-
finition a much more extended meaning.

(5) A power of disallowing legislation was not in the Ministers' Draft
and was not referred to in the Soulbury Report, though the
Ministers assumed that an effort would perhaps be made to get
inserted a provision similar to that in the Dominion Constitutions.
Actually, the only provision inserted is section 39, which does
not apply unless the Ceylon Government wishes to raise money
on loan in London and to borrow from trustees.

(6) A new proviso has been inserted in section 5r(r) to make certain
that the Prime Minister is consulted about appointments as
Permanent Secretary.

(7) A Contingencies Fund has been created in accordance with the
practice in the United Kingdom.

• W. IVOR JENNINGS.
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Table of Comparison.

Soulbury Report.
(White Paper)

Paragraph 346
346
360 (VIII)

348

321 (vii)
310
310
310

314 and 315
320

321 (v)
310 (iii)
31B and 319

318
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Ministers' Draft.

Section 1

2

I

4
36(1) and 41(6)
36(2)-(3)
35

35

5(1)
5(1)

I6(I~
17
26(2)

19
19(b)
-•21
-

25(1)
25(2}
26{I}

" -

31

-
28
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60
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SOftlbury Report.
Paragraph -

379
380

369-.171
372(iv)
37::3(iv)

310 (ix)
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Ministers' Draft.
Section 65(2)

63
64
66(2)
65(1)

The Harp with a Thousand Strings

DANCE, Music, and Poetry were cultivated in Tamilakam-the home
of the ancient Tamils-to a high degree of perfection. Tolkappiyanar,
the reputed author of the oldest extant treatise on Tamil grammar,

prosody and poetics, considers ' Love and Warfare ' to be the eternal themes
not only of the poets of the various countries of the sea-girt earth, but also of
the immortal bards of the celestial regions. The throbbing of the war-drum
and the roaring summons-to-arms of trumpets and conch-shells on the one
hand, and the soft murmur of the Panan's bow-harp, reminding gallant youths
and fair damsels, of flowery parks, of l'pring time, and the humming of honey-
bees on the other, makes music minister to love, as well as to warfare.

In the Purananuru collection in poem 335 we have these two lines:

Piinan paraiyan tudiyan. kadam pa« e!~rtt
I nnankallatu ku,diyumillai.

Which may be rendered into English as,

None may be classed as vassals, saving the Panan, the Paraiyan, the
Tudiyan and the Kadampan.

Of the four castes mentioned above, the first three, Panan the harper,
Tudiyan who plays the battle drum, and Paraiyan the .drummer, made their
living by the fine art of music. The plural forms of all these words may be
formed by substituting' r ' for the final' n '. Panar were subdivided into two
classes, the Perurn-Panar and the Siru-Panar, The Perum-Panar were the
music-makers par excellence. They were free men who lived in their own
houses as may be seen from the following lines quoted from Chapter V of
Chilappadhikaram :-.

K ulalinum y{t#mtm kural niuiai elu.m
Valuninru isaitt« ualittiram. kiittwm
Ar1l1nperttl marapil perwmpan imkkaiytt1lt.

Which may be rendered into English as follows:

Here also were the homes of Panar great
Who played the flute and their own stringed Harp
Tuning the seven with' F ' as leading note.

No fault or blemish marred their sweet music. The second class of Panar
were maintained by their patrons and lived with them in palaces or castles.
It is this type of Panar who were despatched on lovers' errands.

The music that was played upon the harp was based upon the seven modes,
known as the seven ' palais.'
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58{r)
58(2)-(3)
60

59(1)
56
61
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